Aspect-level sentiment analysis or opinion mining consists of several core sub-tasks: aspect extraction, opinion identification, polarity classification, and separation of general and aspect-specific opinions. Various topic models have been proposed by researchers to address some of these sub-tasks. However, there is little work on modeling all of them together. In this paper, we first propose a holistic fine-grained topic model, called the JAST (Joint Aspectbased Sentiment Topic) model, that can simultaneously model all of above problems under a unified framework. To further improve it, we incorporate the idea of lifelong machine learning and propose a more advanced model, called the LAST (Lifelong Aspectbased Sentiment Topic) model. LAST automatically mines the prior knowledge of aspect, opinion, and their correspondence from other products or domains. Such knowledge is automatically extracted and incorporated into the proposed LAST model without any human involvement. Our experiments using reviews of a large number of product domains show major improvements of the proposed models over state-of-the-art baselines.
INTRODUCTION
Aspect-level sentiment analysis or opinion mining is a comprehensive task that aims to extract aspects, identify opinions, classify opinion polarity, and recognize general opinions and aspectspecific opinions. In this paper, we refer to these four sub-tasks as four dimensions of aspect-level sentiment analysis. To give an example about these four dimensions, let us say a review about a cellphone product mentions "The screen is very clear and great. 1. For aspect extraction, "screen" should be extracted as an aspect. 2. For opinion identification, "clear" should be identified as an opinion word (or simply opinion). Likewise, "great" should also be identified. 3. For polarity classification, "clear" and "great" should be recognized as expressing positive opinions about the "screen". 4. For general and aspect-specific opinion separation, "clear"
is an aspect-specific opinion as it indicates the clarity of the aspect screen. On the contrary, "great" is a general opinion as it can be used to modify many other aspects. In this paper, we call the characteristic of an opinion (word) expressing a general or aspect-specific opinion as opinion generality.
The first three dimensions are clearly useful as they are core problems of sentiment analysis [26] . The fourth dimension is also important because it allows the system to discover opinion reasons, which are interesting to users (e.g., consumers and businesses) too as they almost always want to know what aspects are liked and disliked, and the reasons behind the sentiments/opinions. For example, the review sentence "The picture is bad" expresses a negative sentiment/opinion, but it does not say why the picture is bad, i.e., no reason is given, because the opinion word bad is a general opinion word. However, the sentence "The picture is blurry" clearly gives the reason of the negative sentiment because blurry is aspect-specific to the aspect picture indicating a specific (negative) property. Thus, opinion generality is important and is considered in our work.
Existing research has attempted to tackle some of the above dimensions of aspect-level sentiment analysis. Topic modeling has been popularly applied recently. For example, [25] proposed a joint sentiment/topic (JST) model to identify sentiment polarities of aspects. [19] extended the work and proposed an aspect and sentiment unification model (ASUM) which assumes that all the words in a single sentence are generated from one aspect. [52] separated opinions and aspects by using a maximum entropy model. There are also some other related works, which will be discussed in Section 2. However, the existing models do not have the capacity to model all four dimensions simultaneously. We believe that the unified joint modeling can benefit each dimension through their correlation. In this paper, we take a major step forward and present a holistic solution to jointly model all the four dimensions using a unified framework. Following the existing works, in our paper, an aspect corresponds to a topic in topic modeling.
We first propose a fine-grained topic model, called the JAST (Joint Aspect-based Sentiment Topic) model, to jointly model all four dimensions in a holistic manner. The strength of JAST is that all the component dimensions can help improve each other during the joint modeling process. The rationale here is that we can model each dimension as latent variables in a graphical model, which captures their relationship simultaneously. Experimental results show that JAST achieves significant improvements over the baseline models (Section 5). However, on analysis of the results to gain insights of the JAST model, we found that there was still some room for further improvement.
The main issue with JAST is that it sometimes identifies some general opinion words as aspect-specific, and vice versa. For example, opinion "nice" might sometimes be mistakenly assigned as an aspect-specific opinion for aspect screen. One cause of this issue is that fully-unsupervised topic models are not guaranteed to generate coherent topics that are consistent with human judgment [6] . Due to the power law distribution of natural language words, most words do not co-occur with most other words [53] . That means, topic models, which are based on higher-order word co-occurrences [15] , will suffer from low word co-occurrences. As a result, some coherent aspect-specific opinions cannot be identified while they are mixed with other general opinions within the same topic.
For illustration, let us use an example from our experiments. The word "smooth" should be an aspect-specific opinion word for aspect screen. However, in some reviews of the domain/product like Laptop, the co-occurrence for "smooth" and screen may not be high enough since not every laptop is equipped with touch-screen ("smooth" is usually more associated with touch-screens). Thus, "smooth" cannot be discovered as an aspect-specific opinion word for aspect screen in the JAST model, even though they are in fact being mentioned together in some reviews. On the other hand, the word "nice" is mistakenly identified as an aspect-specific opinion since many occurrences of "nice" happen in the same sentences with screen. Due to this high co-occurrence of "nice" and screen, the JAST model made the mistake by treating "nice" as an aspectspecific opinion for aspect screen.
In order to solve the above problem, we propose a more advanced model called the LAST (Lifelong Aspect-based Sentiment Topic) model. The LAST model incorporates the idea of lifelong machine learning (LML) [44, 8] , which has the advantage of extracting and cumulating knowledge from the past learning and using the knowledge for future learning. In the context of the combination of topic modeling with LML, it was first realized in [8] , which proposed the Lifelong Topic Model. However, the model is not for opinion mining and it did not jointly model the four dimensions as we do in our work. We believe that the idea of LML can be a promising direction for addressing the above issue, because a system (or a model) that has worked on many domains and retained the discovered knowledge should be able to utilize them to help opinion mining. It is like we humans gain experience from the past and it can guide our future behaviors.
Specifically, LAST is a knowledge-based topic model that extracts and incorporates knowledge from multiple products or domains. In other words, the knowledge is automatically mined from the model results in other domains, including the discovered aspects, opinions, and aspect-opinion pairings (e.g., aspect screen and opinion "smooth"), and then assists the modeling of the target domain or a new coming domain. The knowledge transfer is feasible because there is a considerable amount of aspect and opinion overlapping or sharing across domains. Note that we do not use the past results directly but will perform an additional mining to discover more reliable and general knowledge to be used in the new task/domain. The rationale is that when some words appear in the same topic across many past domains, it indicates that these words are likely to be related. Following the previous example, there are other domains like Tablet and Cellphone that are likely to have touch-screens, and the words "smooth" and screen may cooccur very frequently in those domains. Based on such domains, we can extract the knowledge indicating "smooth" is likely to be an aspect-specific opinion to screen. Back in the domain Laptop, such knowledge can be leveraged to guide the model to discover the similar relationship.
In term of the mined knowledge, there are 3 types that we consider in this paper. We use another aspect shipping as an example for explanation (this example will be further discussed in Section 5):
1. Aspect-opinion pair, e.g., {shipping, quick}. 2. Aspect-aspect pair, e.g., {shipping, delivery}. 3. Opinion-opinion pair, e.g, {quick, fast}. Each type of knowledge comes from aspects, opinions, and aspectopinion pairings respectively (see Section 4.1). To leverage the extracted knowledge, we use the generalized Pólya urn (GPU) model, which will be illustrated in Section 4.2. Briefly, the key advantage of LAST is that it is able to mine more aspect-specific opinions that are coherent with the corresponding aspect as well as higher quality aspects, by extracting and leveraging prior knowledge automatically without any human invention.
In summary, this paper makes three main contributions: 
RELATED WORK
Aspect-based opinion mining has been an important research direction [16] . In recent years, various researches have been conducted to perform different sub-tasks. Since our work focuses on topic modeling, we will mainly discuss the existing related works using topic modeling.
The most related works are the joint models that model aspects and opinions. [25] proposed a joint sentiment-topic model (JST). Rather than modeling topics (or aspects) only as in LDA, JST models both opinion/sentiment and aspect as random variables. However, JST does not separate aspects and opinions, and does not tackle the opinion generality problem. Later on, [19] proposed a model called ASUM assuming that one sentence is generated by one topic or aspect, i.e., ASUM assigns all words in a sentence to the same topic. It was shown in [19] that the ASUM model outperformed JST. Similar to JST, ASUM does not separate opinions and aspects nor does it address the opinion generality issue. [33] utilized some topical word seed sets as the knowledge to improve the modeling of aspects and opinions. Each seed set consists of a set of seed words for a particular topic. However, their seed sets are manually provided while our proposed method is fully automatic.
[52] provided an approach to separating aspects and opinion words by integrating supervised learning into topic modeling. They also distinguished general and specific opinions, but they do not identify opinion polarity and their supervised component needs manu-ally labeled data. Their supervised learning model also classifies a word as a background word or not. Some aspect and opinion terms may be lost if they are predicted as background words so we do not adopt it in our model. To address those problems, we utilize an opinion lexicon. On one hand, the opinion lexicon provides information to help identify opinion polarity. On the other, it helps separate aspect and opinion words with reliable prior information. We do not model the background topic explicitly as we observed that in our finer-grained models, background words usually do not have high probabilities in aspect and opinion topics. Thus, they do not cause much problem. Meanwhile, aspect and opinion information will not be lost by misclassifying words to background words in this way. Recently, [47] proposed a novel unsupervised approach for aspect (words) and opinion (words) extraction based on Restricted Boltzmann Machine [42] . However, apart from the opinion lexicon, it also relies on Parts-Of-Speech (POS) tagging and external Google n-gram corpus for prior information estimation, which we do not use. It also requires manual aspect-topic assignment, which we do not adopt.
Though not aimed at opinion mining, a related fine-grained model is reported in [10] for movie recommendation. It combines collaborative filtering and topic modeling. The model covers user, movie, review content, and review rating in a comprehensive manner. Since our work focuses on opinion mining, it does not include user, movie/product, or review rating information, nor is it concerned with recommendation. Thus our model is quite different.
There are also many topic models that have been used for the task of aspect extraction and categorization in, for example, [4, 11, 24, 28, 49, 27, 32, 33, 43, 10, 5, 14, 22, 23, 30, 45, 46] . Although related, their focuses are very different from ours because they do not target at full aspect-based opinion mining. Here we discuss some of the papers to indicate the type of differences. [11] aims to find informative sentences that are related to certain aspects. [49] proposed a joint optimization framework to identify the relationship between opinion, opinion holder and opinion target. [45] uses rating in their topic model, which is not used in our case. In the context of aspect-level sentiment analysis, [23] uses discourse structure to improve the performance. However, we do not consider discourse here. To address the sparsity issue of the cold start items, i.e., items that have less than 10 reviews, [32] proposed the Factorized LDA (FLDA) model with the consideration of ratings. Again, we do not consider rating in our work.
Additionally, there are some other existing generative approaches that model cross-collection and multi-faceted (or multi-dimensional) information or topics. [51] proposed a topic model for comparative text mining. It discovers common topics across multiple collections, and distinguishes the general cross-collection and collectionspecific information under a discovered common topic. [38] extended the work and proposed a new cross-collection mixture model to identify cross-culture differences in blogs and forums. Despite the usage of multiple corpora or domains, these works are not for opinion mining and their models also function quite differently as our goal is not to find cross-collection (or cross-domain) commonalities and differences. On multi-faceted or multi-dimensional analysis, a two-dimensional model is reported in [39] that discovers different facets under one topic, e.g., extracting two different perspectives under a specific issue (topic), e.g., Israeli-Palestinian Conflict. A k-dimensional model called factorial-LDA was proposed in [37] and it improved the performance of [39] . [40] further enhanced the factorial-LDA model and adapt it to the task of summarization of drug experiences. Although, to some extent, these multipledimensional models are related to aspect extraction or opinion mining (if aspect and aspect-specific opinion are treated as two dimen-
The graphical model of JAST sions), they are not specialized models nor fine-grained models for opinion mining as [25, 19, 52] . [13] introduced a model that can model both the semantic and syntactic information based on a traditional topic model and a hidden Markov model (HMM). However, all these models are quite different from ours in both the goal and model composition. Additionally, none of these existing models is able to automatically learn prior knowledge and use it to improve its model inference and its modeling results. Since our LAST model can exploit prior aspect and opinion knowledge, it is thus related to knowledge-based topic models such as [2, 18, 41, 33, 17] . However, the knowledge used in these systems are all provided by the user. Our work is also related to transfer learning and lifelong machine learning. Topic models have been used to help transfer learning in [48, 36, 20, 50] . However, transfer learning in these works is for supervised classification and requires human labeling. Our work is more related to [8, 7] which combines topic modeling with lifelong machine learning. [8] considered the positive word correlation as the knowledge while [7] further utilized the negative word correlation. However, they did not separate aspects and opinions and nor did they consider polarity or generality as we do in our fine-grained modeling. Moreover, they did not consider aspect-opinion knowledge and they cannot identify aspect-specific opinions. Also in the context of sentiment analysis, [9] proposed the LSC (Lifelong Sentiment Classification) model that tackles the supervised polarity classification problem. However, it did not use topic modeling and the classification was at the document level, while our models are unsupervised and for aspect-level opinion mining.
JAST MODEL
We now present the proposed JAST model, which jointly models aspect, opinion, polarity, and generality. The graphical model is given in Figure 1 and the notations are explained in Table 1 .
The generative process is shown as follows: multinomial distribution over aspect-specific opinion words α, β, γ Dirichlet prior for θ, ϕ, π w i , z i , s i word in position i (word i), topic of word i, sentiment polarity of word i w, z, s all the words or terms in all documents, all the assigned topics, sentiment polarity z −i , s −i all the assigned topics, sentiment polarity excluding the one assigned to word i n To model the separation of aspect and opinion, the word type ri and indicator xi are introduced. There are several possible approaches to construct these factors. Here we utilize the opinion lexicon, because on the one hand, the opinion lexicon can provide reliable information for polarity and also the identification of aspect and opinion terms, and on the other hand, no manual labeling is needed. So in the JAST model, the observed factor x and the hidden factor r serve for aspect and opinion identification. x ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether a word exists in the opinion lexicon. If wi appears in lexicon, then xi = 1; otherwise xi = 0. r ∈ {0, 1, 2} indicates the word type of wi, being an aspect, an aspect-specific opinion, or a general opinion respectively.
JAST assumes that the lexicon words are more likely to be opinion words than non-lexicon words. However, this is a soft constraint. Thus, two supporting elements λ O and λ A (see Equation  3 ) are designed. They are viewed as the prior information for the determination of whether a word is an aspect or opinion. Specifically λ O controls how much we rely on the lexicon for identifying opinion words (i.e., x = 1, r = 1 or 2), while λ A controls how much we believe a non-lexicon word is an aspect word (i.e., x = 0, r = 0). Although treating the words that are not in the lexicon as likely aspect terms may not always be correct, our experiments show that the model still generates rational and good results (see Section 5) . Based on our observation, simply relying on the lexicon does not cause much problem in a fine-grained model, since the irrelevant words (or background works) are often ranked low in topics due to the naturally pairing of opinion and aspects in the opinion text.
Note that there could be other alternatives to model the identification process of aspect and opinion in JAST. Instead of fully relying on the lexicon, we can estimate the prior information λ O and λ
A in the JAST model using supervised learning. In other words, those priors can be learned in a supervised manner without the direct auxiliary of the opinion lexicon. Following the works in [52, 33] , we also proposed a semi-supervised model which uses a Maximum Entropy classifier as the supervised component. In particular, for each word, we use the surrounding three words as the window. Inside the window, we use the parts-of-speech as features for learning. The labeled data is obtained by checking the words in each sentence with the auxiliary of the opinion lexicon, i.e., if the word appears in the lexicon, it is labeled as an opinion; otherwise, an aspect. This approach saves us from obtaining expensive human labeled data. The advantage of this method over the simply relying on the lexicon is that it can provide more information in terms of identifying other opinion or aspect terms not appearing in the lexicon. We refer to this JAST model variant that integrates with a supervised component as JAST-S. We will see its performance in Section 5.
Inference: We use Gibbs Sampling [12] , which is a standard inference technique for topic modeling. The conditional distributions are shown in Equations 1, 2 and 3 (see Table 1 for notations). In our Gibbs sampler, for each word position i in each document d, a topic k and a sentiment l are sampled first and a word type c is sampled after that.
LAST MODEL
This section introduces the LAST Model. It incorporates aspect and opinion knowledge learned/mined from multiple past domains in our proposed Gibbs sampler using the generalized pólya urn model.
Algorithm 1 LAST Learning Algorithm
Input: Target domain corpus D (i) and other domain corpora D (−i) 1:
for each sentiment s and topic t (j) do 6: 
LAST Learning Algorithm
As introduced in Section 1, we apply multi-domain knowledge to improve JAST. The overall learning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. LAST has the same graphical model as JAST, but the model inference is very different.
The target domain or a new coming domain, is denoted by index i, while other domains or the existing domains (past data prepared for lifelong learning) are indicated by −i. The review corpus D (i) and the corpora D (−i) are the inputs.
Step 1: Aspect Matching (lines 1 -12). This step detects similar aspects generated from existing domains to each aspect in the target domain. With the aspects identified from our proposed finegrained model, similar aspect matching become easier to realize. Specifically, by running the JAST model, the aspects A, aspectspecific opinions O and general opinions G for each domain are extracted. They are represented by their top words ranked by probability. Then, we measure the aspect difference using the Symmetrised KL Divergence (short in SKL) [21] . Given two aspects Ax and Ay, the aspect difference is calculated with equation 4 and we filter the unlikely aspects with a threshold π (line 7). That is, the aspect from other domains j that has no matched aspect in target domain i will not be used. After all aspects generated from D (−i) are processed, we obtain an aspect-opinion set S. Each Ss, t (i) ∈ S contains a set of matched aspects and their corresponding opinions. SKL(Ax, Ay) = (KL(Ax, Ay) + KL(Ay, Ax))/2 (4)
Step 2: Knowledge Mining (lines 13 -17) . This step mines the knowledge from each Ss, t (i) . We apply Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) [1] to find those frequently co-occurring words or terms. The reason for using FIM is that a piece of knowledge that appears only in one domain might not be reliable or transferable to other domains. Those pieces of knowledge occurring in multiple domains are more likely to be correct and useful to other domains.
With matched aspects and corresponding aspect-specific opinions, three types of aspect-opinion knowledge are mined from Ss, t (i) : (1) aspect-opinion pair, e.g., {shipping, quick}; (2) aspect-aspect pair, e.g., {shipping, delivery}; (3) opinion-opinion pair, e.g, {quick, fast}. Each piece of knowledge basically says that the two words should belong to the same target topic under sentiment s and topic t (i) , or its corresponding aspect and aspect-specific opinion topics. As aspect and opinion are jointly modeled in our framework, they can mutually improve the quality of each other in modeling. Consequently, all three types of knowledge lead to better topic quality. In this paper, we use frequent itemsets of length two, which give us the knowledge as word pairs. After mining, a knowledge set K (line 16) is generated.
Since all the knowledge is generated automatically from the results of unsupervised models, inevitably there are errors, e.g., {ship-ping, nice} and {nice, quick}. Clearly, "nice" is not specific to shipping. As discussed in Section 1, general opinion words like "nice" may be identified as aspect-specific opinions in fully-unsupervised topic modeling. So the knowledge mining process based on the results of JAST may also suffer from it. At this stage, we keep all the knowledge K (including errors). We will deal with them in the next step.
Step 3: Knowledge Utilization (lines 18 -20) . This step uses K to improve modeling for the target domain. We first address the knowledge with errors, e.g., {shipping, nice} and {nice, quick}. Since general opinion words are also modeled in our fine-grained model, they can be used for identifying knowledge errors. Concretely, if the knowledge contains an opinion word found in G (i) , that knowledge will not be utilized for the target domain. For example, since "nice" is detected in our generated positive general opinion topic G (i) positive , the knowledge containing "nice" will be discarded. In other words, we can handle the error by using G (i) to acquire a filtered knowledge set K . The final task is to incorporate the clean knowledge K into the LAST modeling process. We will illustrate how it works with our proposed sampler in the following sub-section.
Proposed Gibbs Sampler for LAST
This subsection shows the proposed Gibbs Sampler in LAST, which is different from that in JAST. To leverage the extracted opinion knowledge, we apply the generalized Pólya Urn model.
Pólya Urn Model
Pólya urn model [29] is a type of statistical model with selfreinforcing property, sometimes referred as "the rich get richer". It involves with an urn, in which there are balls of different colors. In the formulation of topic model, each color c represents each term/word v ∈ V .
In simple Pólya urn model, at each time, a ball is drawn from the urn. The color of this ball (say c) is recorded and then two balls of the color c are put back into the urn. As a result, the proportion of balls of the color c in the urn increases. The modeling of traditional topic models, such as LDA, is equivalent to the simple Pólya urn model [31] . The limitation of simple Pólya urn model is that it only involves the operation of the ball of one color at each time, i.e., only one word's proportion gets increased.
To overcome the above limitation, the generalized Pólya urn (GPU) model allows the procedure of putting back balls of multiple colors. In the GPU model, when a ball of a color is randomly drawn, balls of different colors can be returned to the urn according to the color matrix δ (which is usually specified by the user or by estimation). As a result, these additional balls of different colors added to the urn increase their proportions in the urn. The GPU model was first introduced in topic modeling in [31] . However, they did not use any knowledge. Later, the GPU model was utilized to incorporate knowledge in [8, 7] . In the LAST model, knowing the correlations of two words (say wa and w b ) from the knowledge, we want to put back some balls of the color representing wa when drawing w b , and vice verse.
Promotion Matrix Estimation
To use the GPU model, one challenge is how to estimate the matrix δ. In LAST, the problem is how to incorporate the learned prior knowledge into the target domain with proper values, which we call promotion matrix estimation. Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), known as an useful approach to measuring word association in documents [34] , is suitable for our task. Here we only use the positive PMI values, as the mined knowledge from multidomains implies positive semantic correlation. It is finally used to guide the knowledge utilization in LAST with a constraint factor µ (µ>0) which controls how much we believe its indicated values. Now we can compute the promotion rate P R(wa, w b ) for words wa and w b , with the definition given in Equation 5 .
P (w) indicates the probability of word w occurring in a random document of the target corpus, while P (wa, w b ) is the probability of co-occurrence of words wa and w b in a random document of the target corpus. They are estimated using Equations 6 and 7 where #D(w) is the number of documents in the target corpus that contain the word w and #D(wa, w b ) is the number of documents that contain both words wa and w b . #D is the total number of documents in the target corpus. We can then estimate and leverage the learned knowledge with the promotion matrix for the target domain (Equation 8). Here s denotes the sentiment polarity. t is the topic while i is the domain index.
Inference
The conditional distributions for the new Gibbs sampler are given in Equations 9 and 10. The g(c, xw i ) in Equation 10 is from Equation 3. The notations are shown in Table 1 except δ l, k ,w j , w i , which is the matrix defined in Equation 8 .
Discussion
One may argue that we actually do not need to go through the proposed process to mine and use prior knowledge. Instead, a simple PMI of all pairs of words over all the domains could be used, i.e., for each pair of words, if its PMI value over all the domains is higher than a certain threshold, it is treated as a piece of prior knowledge. This is a valid approach. However, this approach is inferior due to two main reasons. First, as mentioned above, most words do not co-occur with most other words due to the power law distribution in the natural language text. For example, the PMI value of words price and expensive is small as their co-occurrence is very small. As a result, we will not be able to discover their semantic correlation as a piece of knowledge. However, topic models are able to discover the pair via higher-level co-occurrences. For example, word buy may co-occur frequently with price in some documents while in some other documents, buy may have a high co-occurrence with expensive. In such cases, the transitive higherlevel co-occurrences can be captured by topic models to produce topics with price and expensive together under the same topic.
Second, even if we find a pair with a high PMI value, we do not know whether co-occurrences are from a single domain or multiple domains. Frequent co-occurrences in one domain may just indicate this pair of words is specific to that domain and may not be generally applicable. It could also be due to some idiosyncrasy of the data in that domain which causes the high and possibly spurious co-occurrences.
EVALUATION

Candidate Models for Comparison
This section evaluates the following models: LDA [3] : The classic unsupervised topic model. ASUM [19] : The aspect and sentiment unifications model. Since it is reported as achieving improvement over JST [25] and is the known closest work to us, it is regarded as our most important baseline. We downloaded the system from the authors' homepage. ASUM-L: A variation of the ASUM model by applying the opinion lexicon that we use instead of the original seed words in ASUM. JAST: Our proposed joint aspect-specific sentiment topic model, which models the identification of aspects, opinions, opinion polarity, and opinion generality simultaneously. JAST-S: A semi-supervised variant of JAST using a Maximum Entropy classifier as the supervised component (see Section 3). LAST: Our proposed lifelong aspect-based sentiment topic model. It automatically mines and leverages aspect, opinion, and their correspondence knowledge from multiple domains.
Experiment Setup
Datasets. We use the 50-domains online review corpus created by the authors of [8] . Each domain is a type of products and has 1,000 reviews. We follow their data pre-processing procedure with the standard lemmatization and stop word removal. However, we keep all general opinion words, e.g., good, nice, great (while they treated them as stop words and removed them), because general opinion topics are also one of our modeling components. Lexicon. We use the opinion lexicon 1 of (Hu and Liu, 2004 ). Parameter Setting. All the models are trained using 1000 iterations with 200 burn-in periods. The sentiment number is set as S = 2 for extracting positive and negative opinions. The common parameters are set as α = 0.1, β = 0.01, γ = 1 and T = 15 for our proposed models based on our pilot experiments. For all baseline models, we try both our proposed parameters and the ones in their original papers, and select the better result for comparison. In LAST, for simplicity, we set λ A and λ O to 1, which already generates good results. For learning in LAST, we empirically set π to 7.0, µ to 0.3 and set minimum support for frequent itemset mining to max(4, 0.7×|Ds|) for aspect-opinion, max(4, 0.3×|Ds|) for aspect-aspect and max(4, 0.2 × |Ds|) for opinion-opinion pairs, where |Ds| is the number of domains containing matched aspects for a target aspect. The top 15 aspect words and top 15 aspectspecific opinion words are selected to represent aspects A and opinions O, which is intuitive as they are the top words for the representation of their topics. These words are used for aspect matching and knowledge mining. For general opinion G, the top 25 words are used for representation, which should have more words than aspect-specific opinions by nature. It is also the similar size as the general sentiment seed words used in ASUM. Note that for LAST, each domain works as the target domain while the rest 49 domains serve as the past/existing domains used in mining prior knowledge.
Topic Coherence
This sub-section reports an objective evaluation based on Topic Coherence proposed in [31] . Topic models are conventionally evaluated using perplexity on held-out test data. However, as shown in [35] , perplexity is unable to reflect the real semantic coherence for individual topics. The research in [6] showed that it sometimes even contradicts human judgment. Topic Coherence is now commonly used as a better alternative for assessing topic quality, as it evaluates the coherence and interpretability of topics, which is suitable for our task, as our goal is to make the opinions, along with aspects, more coherent in individual topics. Figure 2 shows the comparison results. A higher Topic Coherence score indicates a higher topic quality, i.e., better topic interpretation. From Figure 2 , we can make the following observations. 1. Our proposed second model LAST achieves the highest topic coherence score. The knowledge from the lifelong learning mechanism greatly benefits the model in discovering higher quality opinions and aspects. Since the aspect and aspect-specific opinion become more coherent, the topic quality is naturally improved. It also shows that the proposed approach in LAST is able to deal with wrong knowledge automatically.
1 http://www.cs.uic.edu/liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html 2. Our proposed first model JAST and its variant JAST-S are inferior to LAST, but still outperform all the baseline models, i.e., LDA, ASUM and ASUM-L. As expected, with a supervised component in the JAST-S model, it is able to better identify other potential aspects or opinion words. Note that JAST is also comparable with JAST-S, which demonstrates the reliability of the lexicon as we discussed in Section 3. Comparing with the baseline models (LDA, ASUM, and ASUM-L), we can clearly see that the proposed fine-grained model JAST is able to better group aspects and opinions into interpretable topics, which shows that dealing with four dimensions simultaneously benefits the modeling. 3. ASUM-L has the lowest topic coherence score. This result indicates that it is not guaranteed to achieve improvements by simply using a bigger opinion lexicon. One main reason may be that a sentence could have two words with different opinion polarities or multiple aspects/opinions, which violates the assumption made by ASUM (i.e., one sentence has only one aspect). The results show that the assumption is not suitable for more finegrained or aspect-specific opinion mining. ASUM and LDA do not perform as well as our proposed models. This again shows the effectiveness of our proposed models. Statistical tests show that both the improvements for JAST and LAST are significant (p < 0.001) against the baselines using paired t-test.
Topic Quality Evaluation
Here we analyze the results using human judgment. Two human labelers who are familiar with Amazon product reviews are asked to label the results. In the above five models, LDA does not detect opinions, and its resulting topics are also not as coherent as those of the ASUM model. ASUM-L is worse in the objective evaluation than ASUM. The result of JAST-S is similar to JAST. Thus, we primarily compare the JAST and LAST models with ASUM. Note that since ASUM does not separate aspect and sentiment words in a topic, we manually identify and extract the top opinion words appearing in its generated topics. Results from four domains (types of products) are selected for manual evaluation based on the familiarity of the annotators towards the domains.
Opinion Precision
We first evaluate the precision of aspect-specific opinions. We define aspect-specific opinion precision based on the following: a correct opinion word should (a) have the correct polarity and (b) reasonably express opinion about the aspect. For example, for a negative opinion topic for aspect screen, both "fuzzy" and "bad" are correct for aspect screen, but "good" and "noisy" are incorrect. Note that here specific and general opinions are not distinguished (we will further evaluate them in the next sub-section).
Evaluation Measure. Since the aspect-based opinion words are generated by the topic model with ranking, we do not know the exact number of correct opinion words, a natural and commonly used metric for evaluation is precision@n (p@n for short), where n is a rank position. We give p@n for n = 5 and 10.
Topic Matching. As different models give different topic (aspect) distributions, we manually match ten best aspect topics for each domain, five positive and five negative respectively, and then compute the average opinion precision for each model.
Result Analysis. Figure 3a and Figure 3b give the average p@5 and p@10 for each labeled domain. LAST achieves the highest precision for all domains. JAST is also better than ASUM but not as good as LAST. On average, LAST improves ASUM by 15.8% in p@5, 22.5% in p@10. JAST also improves ASUM by 8.6% and 
Opinion Specificity
We now evaluate whether the identified aspect-specific opinion words are indeed specific. After the previous sub-section, we filter out those incorrect opinion words for further evaluation. There are still two types of opinions, general and aspect-specific opinions. Two example opinion topics are shown for two aspects in Table 2 . For example, "great" for aspect shipping is not really specific but "quick" is oppositely informative. The opinion words marked in blue are general opinion words, e.g., problem, bad. Here we evaluate whether an opinion word is specific enough to give meaningful description about the aspect. We call it opinion specificity. Besides the opinion words, the top 20 aspect words of each topic are additionally provided to the annotators (for reference), so that they can better understand what the corresponding aspect should be and then identify correct aspect-specific opinion words.
Evaluation Measure. We calculate the opinion specificity using Equation 11 .
The annotators evaluate the top 10 correct opinion words (denoted as n(correct)@10) in every topic. The count of valid aspectspecific opinion words is n(specif ic)@10. If n(correct@10) is less than 5, we do not evaluate that topic, as a very small denominator may lead to a false high value.
Results: Figure 3c gives the results. We can see that LAST and JAST improve 34.1% and 23.8% over ASUM respectively. A lot of general opinion words with high probabilities are found in ASUM, Table 2 gives the aspect-specific opinion words of two example aspects. Incorrect opinion words are italicized and marked in red. Non-specific opinion words are italicized and marked in blue. For instance, for aspect Battery, new, original, and long are incorrect as they are not negative aspect-specific opinion words. The words in blue color like problem, bad, and suck are not aspect-specific, though correct in polarity. We can see that LAST discovers many aspect-specific and coherent opinion words in both example topics.
General Opinions. We also compute the average precision of the positive and negative general opinion words to see whether they are indeed general. The results are: p@10 = 83.8%, p@20 = 79.4% for JAST and p@10 = 85.0%, p@20 = 80.0% for LAST. We use more words here because the number of general opinion words is large. The polarities of top words (no filtering) are all correct. ASUM does not model general opinions.
Aspect Precision
For aspect topics, we also report precision@5 and precision@10 for the four domains. Figure 4a and Figure 4b give their corresponding results averaged over topics of each domain. We observe that LAST achieves dramatic improvements over ASUM. The margins of improvement of JAST over ASUM are also large. LAST is the best, which demonstrates that making use of knowledge learned from past domains is very helpful. Table 3 shows the aspect words of two example topics. We can see the superior performance of LAST. Cohen's Kappa agreement is 0.811. Note that since the objective of our models is essentially for opinion mining in a holistic manner, we do not target at outperforming the existing models that are specialized in the aspect extraction task. Here the results are for showing that, while mining more coherent opinions the joint modeling process can in fact improve the aspect quality as well.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed to jointly model aspect, opinion, polarity and generality. The goal is to provide a holistic solution for the four dimensions and make the extracted aspect-specific opinions more coherent to aspects. For that we first presented a new joint model called JAST that can simultaneously model all the four dimensions, and then introduced a more advanced model called LAST, which can extract and leverage the prior knowledge from multiple domains to improve the performance of JAST, incorporating the idea of lifelong machine learning. Experimental results using reviews from 50 product types show significant improvements over stateof-the-art baseline models.
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